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ABSTRACT 

The “New International Economic Order” is one of those propaganda slogans that have come to figure large in 

politics in our day, an attractive encapsulation of a series of objectives of a deliberately ambiguous or vaguely 

defined sort; a phrase designed to give those who are unfamiliar with it the feeling that they are “one down” on 

those who use it familiarly, and those who use it the advantage of seeming to be advocating something at once 

concrete and highly moral. The Present study is an attempt to discuss about the origin of the NIEO and its 

problems and progress. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

New International Economic Order-NIEO is anticipate killing the current universal financial framework, which 

with every one of its qualities, is obliging the requirements and interests of the created nations to the disservice 

of the third World creating nations. Its goals to receive 'Set of accepted rules' for created countries with the 

reason to make the worldwide financial framework reasonable, just and fair. In spite of the fact that the 

imperialism has arrived at an end, yet regardless it exists in its new shape by the name of Neo-Expansionism 

and the recently autonomous nations are as yet being abused by the created countries, however by various 

means. The New Global Financial Request looks to end the current irregularity in monetary relations between 

the immature and the created world. At the 6th Exceptional Session of the Unified Countries General Get 

together in 1975, an announcement was made for the foundation of Another Universal Financial Request 

(NIEO). It is viewed as "a defining moment in the advancement of the worldwide group." NIEO is to be 

founded on "value, sovereign correspondence, regular intrigue and co-task among all States, independent of 

their social and financial frameworks, which might revise disparities and review existing treacheries, make it 

conceivable to dispense with the augmenting hole between the created and the creating nations and guarantee 

consistently quickening monetary and social improvement and peace and equity for present and who and what is 

to come."  In spite of the fact that the affirmation on the NIEO by the General Gathering (GA) is of late cause, 

the thought isn't out and out another one. Truth be told, a comparative determination was received by the GA 

itself long in 1952. Once more, comparative requests were raised now and again by the UNCTAD since its 
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beginning in 1964. A.K. Das Gupta, in any case, says that what is fabulous in regards to the NIEO Presentation 

is its planning. The NIEO goes for an advancement of the worldwide economy overall, with the set up of 

interrelated strategies and execution focuses of the universal group on the loose. 

Origin of New International Economic Order 

The development for the foundation of the NIEO is caused by the current inadequacies in the present worldwide 

financial request and the gross disappointments of the GATT and the UNCTAD in satisfaction of their promised 

destinations. The present worldwide financial request is observed to be a symmetrical in its working. It is one-

sided. It is favoring the rich-propelled nations. There has been over reliance of the South on the North. Rich 

nations have a tendency to have real control over fundamental basic leadership in the matter of global exchange, 

terms of exchange, worldwide back, guides, and mechanical streams. Truly, the reason for the NIEO is 

constituted by the U.N. Determination in 1971, in the seventh uncommon session on "Improvement and 

International Economic Co-activity" with different changes in the territory of global fiscal framework exchange 

of innovation and outside venture, world agribusiness and participation among the Third World Countries.  

The Resolution completely says that "Concessional budgetary assets to creating nations should be expanded 

considerably and their stream made unsurprising, ceaseless and progressively guaranteed in order to encourage 

the execution by creating nations of long haul programs for monetary and social improvement." It accentuates 

worldwide relationship. It looks for radical changes in partnered social, financial, political and institutional parts 

of universal relations. New creating sovereign nations of the South have demanded the NIEO. It has been 

additionally upheld by the neutral countries which intensely scrutinized the politicalisation of improvement and 

exchange issues by the created countries. The creating countries are presently stating their entitlement to take an 

interest in the basic leadership procedures of the global establishments like the IMF, World Bank, GATT, 

UNCTAD, and so on.  The source of North-South discourse for another monetary request might be followed 

back to more than 30 years prior, at the Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung held in 1955. Notwithstanding, the 

formal thought of the NIEO was advanced in the Algiers Conference of neutral nations in 1973. In 1975, a 

revelation for the foundation of NIEO was embraced alongside a program of activity in the Sixth Special 

Session of the UNCTAD.  

The North-South Dialogue:  In 1977, there was a transaction between the North and South at the Paris talks. The 

created nations consented to give an extra U.S. 1 billion towards the Aid Fund for the advancement of the poor 

countries. In December 1977 the Willy Brandt Commission was set up with a view to survey the issues of 

worldwide monetary improvement. The WB Commission's Report (1980) stresses the requirement for North-

South co-activity.  Close to foundation of typical improvement finance, its suggestions incorporate reinforcing 

the structure of advancement loaning an implicit rules for the multinational co-activity and additionally the 

requirement for intergovernmental co-task in money related and monetary regions alongside the exchange 

strategies. It likewise proposed for the expanding support of creating countries in the basic leadership forms at 

worldwide level. As Mehboob-ul-Haque watches, the interest for NIEO is to be seen as a piece of authentic 

process as opposed to an arrangement of particular recommendations. Its essential aspects are the rise of neutral 
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development, the politicization of the improvement issue and the expanded confidence of the Third World 

nations. The NIEO prompted a genuine reasoning with respect to the created nations (DC) to take care of the 

issues of exchange of LDCs. There has been a move towards modified activities in two ways: (I) Commodity 

Agreements, with a view to balance out costs of exportable of LDCs; and (ii) Compensatory Financing through 

IMF's liberal advances to LDCs having shortfalls because of changes in costs. 

Factors responsible for the Demand of New International Economic Order 

 Big gap between North and South and Low role of south in the increasing Global Interdependence.  

 Widening gap between the countries of North and South and Neo-Colonial control of the North over the 

South. 

   Excessive one sided exploitation of world’s income, resources by the developed countries and Inglorious 

and Hegemonious role of multi-national corporations.  

   Dissatisfaction with the working of present day International Economic order, Inadequacy of GATT and 

World Trade Organization and Inequality and inefficiency. 

  Policy of Divide and Take Advantage of the Developing Countries. 

 

II.PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS  

No noteworthy advance has been made in the requests that have been recorded as adding to the NIEO that go 

particularly to the core of the present framework: cash and back; incorporated program and terms of exchange; 

innovation and TNEs; power and equivalent rights; and co-task among creating nations as long as the essential 

issues are not settled and an agreement does not develop concerning them.  

(a) Money and Finance So far, very little progress has been made in the usage of the General Gathering's 

suggestions in the territory of worldwide money related change and improvement fund. The push to set up a 

connection the production of SDRs and the arrangement of extra advancement back had so far been 

disappointed. No assention was come to as respects advancement back, compensatory financing, and easing of 

the obligation weight of creating nations or the change of the universal fiscal framework. Building up nations' 

prospect for obligation or other budgetary help have kept on retreating in light of the fact that its outside 

obligations have multiplied or tripled amid these previous years with higher rates of intrigue shorter terms of 

development and more grave states of obligation administration. Canada and some little European nations have 

singularly wiped out the obligations of a couple of poor creating nations, yet the USA's administration has not 

and has no aim of a cover or a critical discount of advances to some poor nations regardless of whether such a 

stage is given authoritative endorsement. The creating nations with the biggest obligations, Brazil and Mexico, 

have themselves restricted all thought of obligation moratoria inspired by a paranoid fear of harming their own 

FICO score, which they have to get new advances to pay off old ones.  
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The dollar has been depreciated three times diminishing the genuine estimation of the dollar obligation yet 

additionally the building up nations' dollar saves; and debilitated dollar has caused a compelling debasement of 

those creating nations monetary standards that are pegged to it. These genuine money related changes have 

obviously happened without the scarcest thought of the premiums of the creating nations. Also, the creating 

nations and their populaces have plainly endured the most because of these progressions if simply because they 

are the most helpless against the overall expansion, especially in costs of produces that is bolstered by the 

foolhardy printing of depreciated dollars by the USA. The assumed measure to demonetize gold and to supplant 

it by SDRs or some comparative all inclusive invert money have driven, from one viewpoint, to the fortifying 

and cost increment of gold to the weakness of creating nations which have practically no gold mines or stocks. 

Then again of the SDRs and different assets made by the Worldwide Fiscal Store (IMF) and other money related 

foundations, just what might as well be called US $2.5 billion has been bound for non-oil delivering creating 

nations. This sum is identical to around one percent of their current outside obligation and a little offer of 

aggregate extra finances all of which consequently went to the created nations. The "connection" that the 

creating nations requested between extra cash and improvement back has been successfully denied, Along these 

lines, it stays to be seen whether states will gather the political will and ability to set up another fiscal request 

and to deal with the framework with new standards and techniques. The motivation of change is long and 

complex. The political procedure of change is laden with challenges. Albeit financial power is currently more 

generally scattered however isn't similarly scattered, The USA remains the most intense money related on-

screen character, unless and until the point that the USA accept a dynamic part, change will be inconceivable.  

(b) Integrated Programme and Terms of Trade  

In the region of coordinated program or makers' relationship, there "has been to date some effective support of 

OPEC solidarity and costs, giving the drive toward the rest of the requests for NIEO. In any case, the powerful 

cost of oil was again disintegrated to a likeness US $7 per barrel by world swelling and dollar downgrading 

before the cost was again brought strongly up in 1979. For a period, the OPEC nations were not adequately 

joined together (in perspective of Saudi Arabia's compelling veto control) to raise the oil cost again given their 

basic feelings of trepidation of shaking the world financial watercraft on its momentum emergency travel. In 

spite of the fact that the oil-creating nations - inside and outside OPEC - expanded the cost of oil again in late 

1978 and in 1979 they did as such more out of disunity than solidarity, each charging the "spot value" that its 

market will bear. In the event that market request decays because of retreat, so will the cost of oil. In any case, 

the greater part of the successful cost of the oil value climbs has likewise been passed on to the non-oil 

delivering nations of the creating nations. In the mean time, the mechanical nations have expanded fares to the 

OPEC nations and have reused the rest of the OPEC surplus through their banks. A few other crude material - 

maker affiliations have been shaped or fortified; however these affiliations and their value adjustment endeavors 

have been not able flourish much against the restriction of created crude material-delivering nations and low 

world market costs in years of retreat and times of emergency. Other crude material makers don't have the 
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relative imposing business model energy of OPEC, and prospects for their free fruitful activity through 

adjustment not to mention "solidarity" stores are diminish.  

Normal activity with crude material bringing in mechanical nations is restricted by the laters' own advantages 

who may concede some adjustment of supply and cost yet more for expending than of delivering nations. In any 

occasion, despite the fact that the terms of exchange for non-oil delivering creating nations, crude material-

sending out nations enhanced quickly in the vicinity of 1972 and 1974, they on adjust declined again with the 

1973-1975 world retreats and the post 1975 mellow recuperation. For non-oil-sending out nations in the creating 

nations, the terms of exchange have fallen by in excess of 10 percent since 1970 and endured an "extraordinary" 

decay in a critical position of exchange of US 532 billion in the vicinity of 1970 and 1975; of this, the total of 

US $5 billion can be credited to changes in volume, and US 527 billion to changes in costs of the merchandise 

exchanged. Thus, of this US $27 billion deficiency caused by value transforms, US $8 billion can be ascribed to 

universal expansion and US 59 billion to troublesome changes in the terms of exchange. The creating nations 

terms of exchange declined by 4.7 percent in 1975, ascended by 3.7 percent in 1976, stayed unaltered in 1977 

and declined by 11.2 percent in 1978. There has not been any critical change in the creating nations terms of 

exchange since 1979.  And still, after all that, the prospect for remote exchange extension of the creating nations 

had been hosed since the expansion in fabricates for send out had not been supplemented with lessened 

protectionism by created nations. Despite what might be expected, the request of some nearby capital and work 

in the last looked with rivalry and joblessness in the present emergency had been for security: the European 

Basic Market, its part nations and the USA have moved to build duties and to force quantities on the import of 

produces from creating nations. Cases incorporate arrangement for expanded assurance in the MuItifibre 

Understanding consulted toward the finish of 1977 and USA's limitations on the demon ort of shoes, materials, 

TVs, and so on.  

Along these lines, insofar as there is insecurity in the costs of crude materials because of the disappointments of 

the maker affiliations most creating nations would keep on experiencing fluctuating remote trade profit. Also, to 

the degree this is so would be crippled in the execution of their advancement designs. In a similar vein generous 

increment in outside trade income are not in the pipe line the more the present world financial emergency stays 

unabated and most created nations are gone up against with expanding joblessness to which by and large 

national arrangements are viewed as generally fitting.  

(c) Technology and Transnational Enterprises (TNEs)  

The created nations have consented to discuss codes for exchange of innovation and for lead of TNEs. In any 

case, the genuine lead of both keeps on being similarly as controlled by the worldwide interests of TNEs as 

previously. The created parts contribute very little toward the independence of creating nations through the 

determination of more suitable innovation, and still less through its advancement in the creating nations itself. 

Truth be told, the last's mechanical reliance on the TNEs specifically and on the created nations for the most part 

expands step by step. Besides, while the creating nations discuss aggregate sets of principles the greater part of 

these nations are exclusively lessening or notwithstanding dispensing with the couple of prohibitive 
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arrangements on TNEs and mechanical exchange that they had forced broadly or locally in the late 1960s and 

mid 19705. In this way, Argentina, Chile, Mexico and different nations are for the most part hectically occupied 

with unwinding controls on remote endeavors and are contending with each other to allow more noteworthy 

concessions to worldwide capital. It would be too long and repetitive to record this pattern in every individual 

case (some of this documentation is as of now gave in, the creating nations) however the Business Week by 

week might be cited: "There is uplifting news leaving Latin America for USA and other remote organizations 

with a stake in this huge area. Significant nations are opening their entryways wide to private endeavor. 

Multinational officials view the district as one of the world's significant openings.  

(d) Sovereignty and Equal Rights  

The developing countries are accomplishing formal balance among unequal's the place it tallies minimum. For 

instance in the UN General Get together and The Security Committee, yet the UN specific offices stay under the 

close selective control of the bigger created states. Global money related offices, for example, the World Bank 

and the IMF stay under the control of the USA (with IMF in part controlled by West Europe); and if these 

establishments concede any creating nations to their sheets they do as such more to co-pick them to allow them 

to help guide world budgetary undertakings in an alternate bearing. By and large, the creating nations are 

admitted to the meeting haggling tables. Be that as it may, the creating nations have no energy to refute by and 

by even the little that they were moved to on a fundamental level. Exclusively, the creating nations utilize their 

sway as a rule to contend with each other in ever more noteworthy concessions to universal capital and 

developing suppression of their own populaces without outside obstructions.  

(e) Co-operation among Developing Countries  

Technical co-operation among developing countries certainly does not mean absolutely the advancement or 

utilization of "indigenous" innovation to advance financial and political independence for the majority of their 

kin. On the off chance that such co-activity implies anything it halfway shields capital in some creating nations 

from rivalry by metropolitan capital and opens a few markets in specific parts of the creating nations to capital 

from certain others. For instance, Brazil, Mexico and India with the support of TNEs have been offering 

propelled innovation and advanced know-how to petrochemical and machine-building ventures and to a few 

Bedouin nations. Meanwhile, in spite of the fact that the Bedouin states have discovered it politically helpful to 

show an assembled political front with the creating nations, Middle Easterner capital has streamed into the 

banks of New York, London and Zurich. Looking for the monetary and political certifications of government, 

Middle Easterner capital along these lines discovered assurance for its gainful interests in Europe and North 

America and its advances to other creating nations through the Euro credit showcase. There has been not really 

any Middle Easterner interest in, not to mention solidarity with the creating nations.   

Notwithstanding these, it won't be an over accentuation to express that the insufficiencies of the transaction 

system thwarted the execution of the NIEO program. Joined Countries Gathering on Exchange and 

Advancement (UNCTAD) and numerous other fora have been shaped by the Gathering framework, which 

contains three Gatherings of nations the 77, Gathering Band D - and also China. The Gathering 77 (which now 
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has 117 individuals) comprises of creating nations and Gathering D of East European nations. This' division has 

merged itself as an example of arrangement and the Gathering of 77 speaks to the solidarity of creating nations 

which is of memorable significance empowering them to introduce a typical stand and convey to tolerate their 

joined quality in "North-South" transactions. The Gathering framework has its benefits in considerations where 

the creating nations have expected to explain and promote its issues and position.  Be that as it may, such 

thoughts have regularly finished in resolutions which urge everybody, without authoritative or conferring any of 

the gatherings; the distinctions are drafted away to make an appearance of assention they endure in actuality. 

One aftereffect of this procedure is that the dialect of global resolutions has progressed toward becoming in 

reproduced, concentrated and coded. Veritable advance in worldwide relations relies upon meticulous 

arrangements to achieve concurred guideline or lawful instruments, just these procedures can create a typical 

dialect to give a premise to activity. In this specific circumstance, Gathering framework has been condemned as 

having a tendency to take shape extraordinary positions on either side which delays and in some cases massacres 

handy advance in settling clashing interests. The way toward accommodating contrasts inside each Gathering 

has regularly prompted outrageous position driving out direct ones: most extreme requests inspiring least offers. 

It has turned out to be important to convey each Gathering along overall at each phase without ignoring 

contrasts, so the arranging procedure ends up clumsy, lumbering and tedious. The time has come to analyze 

whether an arranging configuration can be concocted which is more useful, while completely regarding the 

worries of the creating nations for keeping up their solidarity 

 

III.CONCLUSION 

The demand for a New International Economic Order was initially made by NAM in 1973 and formally 

endorsed by the United Nations in 1974. Amid the following twenty years this request picked up force, 

exchanges between North-South were started and proceeded for better money related control and enhanced 

exchange relations. The creating nations understood that they couldn't be full accomplices in global exchange 

and couldn't accomplish their legitimate advancement until benefactor donee relationship was totally changed. 

The advance toward the formation of the NIEO as has been watched is by and large moderate because of the 

hesitance of the created nations fearful of the interruption in the since quite a while ago settled world financial 

instrument which has hitherto given them significant advantages and upgraded their invaluable position. Be that 

as it may, the weakening in the monetary circumstance of most creating nations isn't probably going to be 

captured as long as lasting arrangements stay tricky to the issues in the extension of their outside exchange and 

installments and to the inflow of remote money related and innovative help. For instance, the decrease of 

protectionism, both tax and non-tax, on the fares, both in agrarian and fabricated merchandise of the creating 

nations, speaks to a basic factor for the last's exchange extension and maintained financial advancement. The 

absence of advance toward the production of the NIEO however does not really demonstrate that it ought to be 

totally surrendered, rather it calls for reestablished endeavors. Requests for changes in the components 

representing the monetary connections between the created and the creating nations have been made as far back 
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as the mid 1960s in the region of worldwide exchange and help. Be that as it may, the little outcomes hitherto 

secured for these requests had not implied an entire loss of expectation. Inasmuch as the present world financial 

subsidence stays unabated, the NIEO requests will keep on featuring conspicuously in all motivation of 

exchanges of world issues in all universal fora. The NIEO can be accomplished once it is seen that its 

advantages are general and can achieve all sections of the total populace, that its expenses don't exceed its 

advantages, that its administrative instruments are true blue, there is genuine 'feeling of good duty among states 

and there is adequate political help for its measures broadly and universally. 
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